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Keltruck’s 12 Deals of Christmas is open to any individual, or company who is eligible to purchase one of Keltruck
Limited’s Used Trucks.
A person shall be entered into the competition upon completing and signing of the sales sheet. The sales sheet
agrees the Terms and conditions of sale. In order for the sales sheet to be viewed as complete, both parties (Keltruck
and the customer) must agree on all terms and conditions.
Keltruck reserve the right to refuse entry to the competition on the basis of unsatisfactory completion of the sales
agreement (sales sheet).
Persons shall be entered into the competition once per used truck on sales sheet. I.e. one entry per truck intended to
purchase.
Entries will cut off at 17:00 on each day of Keltrucks 12 Deals of Christmas and start at the opening of business on
each deal day.
Keltrucks 12 Deals of Christmas prize will be announced at 9:00am on the day that the prize is applicable on
Keltrucks’ Facebook page.
The entry is subject to the deal being complete. The deal will be viewed as complete once the used vehicle has been
paid for.
If you are a winner and the deal is not complete, Keltruck reserve the right to withhold or refuse the prize until the deal
is complete.
In the event that the winner cannot accept the prize, Keltruck reserve the right to redraw from the entrants to that
days’ prize.
In the event that no entrants are eligible for the prize of the day, Keltruck may choose to roll the prize over, or cancel
that prize.
Winners will be chosen at random from the entrants from that day.
All prizes must be collected or used within 12 months.
Additional T’s & C’s apply to certain prizes and these will be disclosed on or before the day of exchange of the prize.
A total of 12 prizes may be won across the Keltruck network.
Keltruck Limited reserves the right to vary, alter, or terminate this promotion due to any unforeseen circumstances
beyond its reasonable control only when circumstances make this unavoidable.
Neither Keltruck nor any promotional parties assume any responsibility nor liability for any incorrect or inaccurate
entry, or for any faulty or failed electronic data transmissions; inaccessibility or unavailability of the internet or the
website or any other IT component, or combination thereof; we cannot be held liable for any system failures. Neither
can we be held responsible for the failure to fulfil the obligations of any third parties involved in this promotion,
although we will always endeavour to minimise the effect to the participant of any such failure.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, Keltruck cannot accept responsibility for loss, injury or damage arising from
winners taking a prize or attending a venue to use the prize, which they do so at their own risk.
By taking part in this competition, entrants are deemed to have read, understood and accepted all of these Terms and
Condition and agreed to be bound by them.
Any information which can be used to identify an individual entrant and any other person will be handled in
accordance with our Privacy policy. Entrants should review and ensure they understand and agree with the terms of
that policy, particularly in relation to how their information will be used and may be shared, the rights available to them
and the condition on which their information will be used.
The competition will run from the 3rd of December 2018 and run until the 18th December 2018 with a prize on each
working day unless Keltruck deem it necessary to change these dates, which will be announced through Keltrucks’
Facebook page.
Winners will be announced over Keltrucks’ Facebook page, unless they opt out, in which case they will be contacted
telephonically or via email.
Entries by third parties or agents will not be accepted.
Please ensure address details are correct and let us know if they change as the promoter can accept to responsibility
for any correspondence lost or delayed in the mail or contact which cannot be made due to incorrect or out of date
contact information.
Your details will be extracted from our sales sheet for the competition and will be processed for the purpose of
correspondence for the competition and as per our usual sales process. Your details will not be sold or distributed to
any third party nor processed in a manner which contravenes our privacy policy.
Keltruck Limited reserve the right to amend, alter, add and delete further T’s and C’s prior to the Keltruck 12 Deals of
Christmas competition.
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